
Programming Languages:
JavaScript, TypeScript, HTML, 
CSS, Less/Sass, Ruby on Rails, 
Java, Gherkin.

Libraries & Frameworks:
React.js, Next.js, Node.js, 
Express.

Databases:
MySQL, PostgreSQL, 
MongoDB.

Tools & Services:
Git, Webpack, Docker, 
Cucumber, Storybook, 
AirTable, Contentful, 
Cloudflare.

SKILLS

Senior Software Engineer @ MURAL | Oct 2020 - Present

I’m part of the Admin team in the Enterprise Pillar. We are in charge of 
building the dashboard and features for our enterprise customers. Working 
closely with engineers, product managers and designers in continuous 
communication, I participate in planning, brainstorming, designing, task-
splitting, estimating, developing and delivery of each project.

Some of my main achievements are:
 » Leading the frontend development of important features for our 

enterprise clients, such as Guest Domain Restriction and Guest 
Facilitation.

 » Enhancing our code using best practices, keeping it updated with the 
latest technology trends and building reusable components to isolate 
specific functionalities shared throughout the company dashboard, like 
event tracking and educational callout queue features.

 » Adding automated integration tests and creating the basis to start 
adding test coverage for all the features that we own.

 » Onboarding and mentoring  new engineers that joined the pillar and 
facilitated sessions for engineers across the company to explain our 
architecture and processes.

Freelance Full Stack Web Developer | Sep 2015 - Present

I’ve participated in different types of projects: building the UI for a virtual 
classroom using Material design, frontend development for a health 
insurance PWA, and e-commerce web sites.

 » Worked in teams with designers and backend developers, and also 
worked end to end from design stage to deploying in a custom server.

 » Designed UI, style guide and reusable components, as well as the 
database and backend architecture for each project I worked as a full 
stack engineer.

 » Built RESTful APIs and integrated external services for payments, 
emails, etc.

 » Implemented advanced text search and filters.

 » Made pixel-perfect implementation of designs and proposed 
frameworks to improve the performance of the UI.

 » Refactored existing code to make applications more modular, easier to 
maintain and scale, preventing having unnecessary duplicated code.

MOST RECENT EXPERIENCE

SPOKEN 
LANGUAGES

 » Spanish, native.
 » English, advanced.
 » Portuguese, conversational.

INTERESTS
Photography, travelling, cycling, 
music.

EDUCATION
Computer Science
University of Buenos Aires
2006 - 2010

(6 out of 12 semesters completed)

Born in Argentina
romina.villaverde@gmail.com
LinkedIn/rominavillaverde
GitHub/rvillaverde

Senior Full Stack Developer with 10+ years of experience in the Software industry. 
Frontend oriented as I’m also passionate about product and design. Deep analytical 
thinking and strong attention to the details. Proactive and with a sharp eye to detect areas 
in the product that can be improved. Fan of writing clean, modular and reusable code. 
Currently working at MURAL and living as a digital nomad since 2020.

ROMINA VILLAVERDE BACSKAY
Senior Full Stack Developer

mailto:romina.villaverde%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rominavillaverde/
https://github.com/rvillaverde


TeleTech
Nov 2006 - Apr 2008

Bilingual Customer Care Representative
 » Worked as a bilingual customer care representative for an important 

account, answering incoming calls to assist customers from all over the 
United States.

DINMAX Consulting
Nov 2008 - Apr 2010

Software Developer | Java, MySQL

 » Developed a Java application for an important call center based in 
Argentina.

 » I was fully in charge of this project, having close communication with the 
client, to develop, maintain and deploy the application in their servers.

Metrogames
Apr 2010 - Aug 2011

Game Developer | ActionScript

 » Participated in the development of two games for Facebook and 
Tuenti.

 » Built an internal library to abstract and reuse common features across 
games.

Three Pillar Global
Aug 2011 - Mar 2013

Mobile & Web Developer | JavaScript, HTML, Less, Java, Ruby on Rails

 » Developed mobile (Android & Blackberry) application for a US-based 
client as well as the web version to manage rules in the mobile app.

 » Participated in the development of a wedding-planner e-commerce 
website.

SCVSoft
Jun 2013 - Sep 2015

Web Developer | JavaScript, HTML, Less, Angular.js, Ruby on Rails, Java

 » Added new features and improved existing ones in the customer’s 
internal application.

 » Participated in creating a RESTful API for client’s internal use.

Acámica
Aug 2016 - Dec 2016

Programming Mentor @ “Aprende Programando” course
 » My first experience in mentoring teenagers that wanted to have their 

first contact with software development.

 » Taught the students the fundamentals of how web sites, servers and 
applications work, as well as HTML, JavaScript and CSS for them to 
build an online resume, a sliding puzzle and a pixel art drawing tool as 
final projects.

Frontend Engineer | JavaScript, React.js, Sass.

 » Refactored the code and UI of different sections.

 » Created tables to display high volume of data and dynamic sidebars to 
show detailed information.

 » Enhancement of scrolling and visual issues in modals.

 » Integration of @react-pdf/renderer library to generate client side PDF 
files.

 » Created custom radial chart components.

Innoscripta GmbH
Jun 2020 - Oct 2020

BACKGROUND


